Digital Innovation Comes to NCRC Lobbies

You may notice something new in the NCRC lobbies this week - interactive digital signage! These innovative signs can assist occupants and visitors to NCRC in multiple ways:

**Directory** - The Directory allows you to map to nearly all occupants at NCRC, as well as displaying their contact information. We hope that one result of displaying this information is that occupants will contact us at ncrcfeedback@umich.edu if they find their information is incorrect or to request their contact information be removed from the sign. We can only be as accurate as the information provided to us. A Department Directory will also be added to the signs in the near future.

**Events** - General content is fed to the signs from the NCRC Calendar of Events. Click here to submit an event.

**Research Programs** - A list of interdisciplinary research programs including wayfinding at NCRC.

**Weather** - A look at the three day forecast.

**MagicBus** - Real-time bus tracking and estimated times of arrival countdown for the North-East Shuttle and Bio-Research Shuttle.

**Amenities** - A wayfinding list of popular amenities and services at NCRC including the Mcard Office, Wellness Center, conference rooms, cafeteria, nearest restrooms, MSIS Help Me Now, MLibrary, lactation rooms, and vending.

Questions or comments? Please email: ncrcfeedback@umich.edu

Submit an Event
**Emergency Alerts** - When a Level 1 Emergency Alert is issued by DPSS, the digital sign is completely taken over with information regarding the incident. Level 1 is classified as any event that could threaten the safety or security of individuals on campus. Events like tornado warnings, gas leaks, fires, armed attacker and chemical spills are examples of a Level 1. The sign is just one more channel of communication. We still encourage you to sign up for UM Emergency Alerts through the [DPSS Website](#).

**Facilities**

- **Courtyard Closure Reminder** - Access is restricted to courtyards during inclement weather by locking access doors or with the use of signage and barriers. We discourage occupants from bypassing the barriers for their own safety. Please contact Plant Operation Call Center (POCC) at 734-647-2059 to report slippery conditions or areas that may need additional snow removal due to blowing and drifting.
- **Winter Weather at NCRC**

[Click here to view all NCRC Notifications & Updates](#)

**Events**

- 2/23 - [MCubed 2.0 Information Sessions](#)
- 2/24 - [MCubed 2.0 Information Sessions](#)
- 2/25 - [MCubed 2.0 Information Sessions](#)
- 3/10 - [CBSSM Seminar: Leigh Turner, PhD](#)
- 3/13 - [TIAA-CREF Individual Counseling Sessions](#)
- 3/16 - [IHPI Research Seminar: John F. P. Bridges, PhD](#)
- 3/19 - [Life Science Suppliers Show](#)

**Announcements**

- Starting March 2, email containing potentially identifiable patient information or other sensitive data will be [encrypted when sent outside the Outlook/Exchange](med.umich.edu) system. To protect sensitive information, email communication between UMHS users should stay within the Outlook/Exchange system and UMHS staff should always use their uniqname@med.umich.edu address – not their uniqname@umich.edu address. If you have questions or need assistance, contact MSIS at 763-7770, via email msishelp@umich.edu, or stop by Help Me Now@NCRC in Building 18, room G018.
- Help U-M Medical School Office of Research Enhance Research Funding Communications - [Take Survey!](#)
- **We need a Weight Watchers U-M NCRC Contact!**
- Flavors is expanding selections of your favorite snack items to also include light grocery and unique home meal options. Our line of specialty foods will be growing over the next few weeks. Stop by and save yourself a trip to the store on the way home.
Medical School Information Services (MSIS) want to know what you think of the work they do for you, and you can tell them by completing this anonymous survey before March 31st.

Reminders

- 2014 NCRC Annual Report Website
- Medical School Information Services (MSIS) want to know what you think of the work they do for you, and you can tell them by completing this anonymous survey before March 31st.

Reminders

- AirWatch detailed instructions to enroll an Android device - with screen captures
- AirWatch detailed instructions to enroll an iOS device - with screen captures
- NCRC Exhibitions: impossible object - Endi Poskovic: Recent Print Works
- Heart Disease: Myths vs Facts: February is American Heart Health Month!
- The UM Coulter Translational Research Partnership Program call for proposals. The deadline for proposal submission is March 2, 2015.
- Sign up for an NCRC Wellness Center Membership!
- OSEH Prescription Safety Glasses FAQ’s
- Click here for more Safe Winter Walking Tips
- Notary Service offered at NCRC!